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Directional orientation of birds by the magnetic field under different light conditions
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This paper reviews the directional orientation of birds with the help of the geomagnetic field under various light conditions. Two fundamentally different types of response can be distinguished. (i) Compass orientation controlled by the inclination compass that allows birds to locate courses of different origin. This is restricted to a narrow functional window around the total intensity of the local geomagnetic field and requires light from the short-wavelength part of the spectrum. The compass is based on radical-pair processes in the right eye; magnetite-based receptors in the beak are not involved. Compass orientation is observed under ‘white’ and low-level monochromatic light from ultraviolet (UV) to about 565 nm green light. (ii) ‘Fixed direction’ responses occur under artificial light conditions such as more intense monochromatic light, when 590 nm yellow light is added to short-wavelength light, and in total darkness. The manifestation of these responses depends on the ambient light regime and is ‘fixed’ in the sense of not showing the normal change between spring and autumn; their biological significance is unclear. In contrast to compass orientation, fixed-direction responses are polar magnetic responses and occur within a wide range of magnetic intensities. They are disrupted by local anaesthesia of the upper beak, which indicates that the respective magnetic information is mediated by iron-based receptors located there. The influence of light conditions on the two types of response suggests complex interactions between magnetoreceptors in the right eye, those in the upper beak and the visual system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The existence of a magnetic compass in birds was first demonstrated in European Robins, Erithacus rubecula, with the help of migratory orientation: during the migration season, these birds prefer their migratory direction even in cages, and they responded to a shift in magnetic North with a corresponding change in their headings (Wiltschko, W. 1968). Subsequently, a magnetic compass was also described for several other species of passerine migrants and a shorebird (for a summary, see Wiltschko, W. & Wiltschko, R. 2007). This was also demonstrated in homing pigeons, Columba livia f. domestica (Keeton 1971; Walcott & Green 1974) released under overcast skies, and, recently, by conditioning experiments, in two other species of non-migrants, domestic chickens, Gallus gallus (Freire et al. 2005), and zebra finches, Taeniopygia guttata (Voss et al. 2007).

Experiments based on migratory orientation with robins and conditioning experiments with chickens allowed analysis of the functional properties of this compass mechanism and revealed two surprising characteristics (for a summary, see Wiltschko, W. & Wiltschko, R. 2007; Wiltschko, W. et al. 2007).

(i) The avian magnetic compass is an ‘inclination compass’, which does not rely on the polarity of the magnetic field, but rather on the axial course of the field lines and their inclination, thus distinguishing between ‘poleward’, where the field lines point downward, and ‘equatorward’, where they point upward.
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(ii) The compass operates spontaneously only within a narrow functional window around the total intensity of the local geomagnetic field; decreasing or increasing the magnetic intensity by about 25–30% results in disorientation.

The processes enabling birds to detect the direction of the magnetic field have long remained enigmatic. Only in recent decades have a number of mechanisms been proposed, with two of these hypotheses being supported by experimental evidence in birds. The first model suggests magnetoreception based on magnetite, a specific form of Fe₃O₄. Several competing models on the functional mode of magnetite-based receptors have been suggested, some based on magnetic single domains, others on smaller superparamagnetic particles and even others on a combination of both (e.g. Yorke 1979; Kirschvink & Gould 1981; Kirschvink & Walker 1985; Edmonds 1992; Shcherbakov & Winklhofer 1999; Davila et al. 2003; Solovyov & Greiner 2007, 2009; Walker 2008). Both types of magnetite particles have been described in birds, with single domains suggested to be present in the ethmoid region and the nasal cavity (e.g. Beason & Nichols 1984; Williams & Wild 2001) and superparamagnetic particles reported in distinct structures in the skin of the upper beak (Hanžlik et al. 2000; Winklhofer et al. 2001; Fleissner et al. 2003, 2007; Tian et al. 2007). Behavioural responses of birds to a strong, brief magnetic pulse, designed to alter the magnetization of magnetite, support the involvement of magnetite-based receptors in magnetoreception (e.g. Wiltschko, W. et al. 1994, 2009; Beason et al. 1995, 1997).

The other hypothesis, the ‘radical-pair’ model, first forwarded by Schulten (1982) and later detailed by Ritz et al. (2000), suggests that magnetoreception in birds is based on spin-chemical processes in specialized photopigments. Light-induced photon absorption leads to the formation of a pair of radicals. These radical pairs may be in the singlet or in the triplet state, with the portion of each state and its products depending, among other circumstances, on the alignment of the molecule in the external magnetic field. Such radical pairs could therefore be used to detect magnetic directions. For this mechanism to be viable, birds must be able to compare the amount of singlets or triplets in various spatial alignments. Considering the hemispherical shape of the eyes and their ability to absorb light, the authors suggested that the magnetosensitive processes take place in the eyes, forming centrally symmetric patterns on the retina (Ritz et al. 2000). One prediction of this model is that oscillating magnetic fields in the megahertz (MHz) range would interfere with the singlet–triplet interconversion and thus should disrupt magnetic compass orientation. Data from migratory robins and directionally trained chickens as well as zebra finches show that this is the case (Ritz et al. 2004, 2009; Thalau et al. 2005; Wiltschko, W. et al. 2007; Keary et al. in press), which indicates that the avian magnetic compass is indeed based on a radical-pair mechanism. The prediction that magnetoreception takes place in the eyes is also experimentally supported, revealing a strong lateralization in favour of the right eye (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2002; Roger et al. 2008).

The radical-pair model proposes photon absorption as the first step of magnetoreception; therefore, the response of birds under lights of different wavelengths became of interest. In the present paper, we review the orientation responses of passerine migrants under light of different wavelengths and intensities.

2. ORIENTATION BEHAVIOUR UNDER VARIOUS LIGHT REGIMES

Tests have been performed in monochromatic light produced by light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with a half bandwidth of mostly 30–40 nm (figure 1). A wavelength dependency became evident: magnetic compass orientation requires light from the short-wavelength part of the spectrum. Robins were oriented in their migratory direction under light from 370 nm ultraviolet (UV) up to 565 nm green; in longer wavelength light, they were disoriented (figure 2; Wiltschko, W. & Wiltschko, R. 1999; Muheim et al. 2002; Wiltschko, R. et al. 2007a). The same wavelength dependency was found in Australian silvereyes, Zosterops l. lateralis, and Garden Warblers, Sylvia borin (Wiltschko, W. et al. 1993; Rappol et al. 2000). It is also indicated in homing pigeons and domestic chickens (Wiltschko, R. & Wiltschko, W. 1998; Wiltschko, W. et al. 2007), where green or blue light, respectively, allow orientation, but red light leads to disorientation. These findings suggest that this wavelength dependency may be a general feature of the avian magnetic compass.

Robins were found to be oriented under red light if they had been exposed to red light for an hour prior to being tested (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2004a). When their behaviour was analysed in detail, it proved not to be normal compass orientation, however.

Figure 1. Spectra of the LEDs used in the experiments reported here (figures 2–7). The peak wavelengths are given; the letters indicate the abbreviations used in the figures. Note that the colours are only symbolic.
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2.1. Compass orientation under low monochromatic light of short wavelengths

For tests in the various wavelengths described above, the light intensity was equivalent to a quantal flux of $6\times10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, except for UV light, which was only $0.8\times10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. The triangles at the periphery of the circle give mean headings of individual birds based on three recordings each; the arrows represent the grand mean vectors with the length proportional to the radius of the circle. The two inner circles mark the 5% (dotted) and the 1% significance border of the Rayleigh test (Batschelet 1981); arrows exceeding these circles indicate significant orientation.

2.2. Different responses under monochromatic lights of higher intensity

When the intensity of monochromatic light is increased, birds show different types of behaviour. This, in turn, means that their inclination compass was working normally under the respective light conditions.

Further analyses have addressed the mechanisms of magnetoreception. Orientation broke down when birds were exposed to oscillating magnetic fields in the MHz range, indicating radical-pair processes as the underlying receptive mechanism (figure 3, right). The respective tests were performed under green and turquoise light (Ritz et al. 2004; Thalau et al. 2005; Wiltschko, R. et al. 2005); it can be assumed, however, that tests under UV and blue light would produce the same results, because the responses under these conditions have the same general characteristics.

Temporarily deactivating the magnetite-based receptors in the upper beak with a local anaesthetic, in contrast, did not have any effect under green light: European robins as well as Australian silvereyes continued to head into their migratory direction as before (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2007a, 2008; Stapput et al. 2008; see figure 7 below). The same was true for compass orientation in chickens (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2007). Together, these results clearly show that the directional information for the inclination compass originates in the radical-pair processes in the right eye, whereas magnetite-based receptors in the upper beak are not involved.

2.2. Different responses under monochromatic lights of higher intensity

When the intensity of monochromatic light is increased, birds show different types of behaviour. This was first
observed in Australian silvereyes tested under 565 nm green light of an intensity of about $50 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. The birds no longer preferred their migratory direction, but showed northwesterly headings in spring as well as in autumn, i.e. the response under bright green light was ‘fixed’ in the sense that it did not undergo the seasonal change observed in migratory orientation (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2000). This type of response is referred to as a ‘fixed-direction’ response. In silvereyes, another response that looks like a fixed direction was observed under UV lights of about $8 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$: in southern spring, the birds headed east–northeast instead of south. Data from southern autumn are not available, but this response under UV light shares other characteristics with the fixed-direction responses (see below).

Robins also cease to prefer their migratory direction when the intensity of monochromatic light is increased. They show a variety of responses that seem to follow a certain pattern. Responses under 565 nm green light at different intensities are illustrated in figure 4. Under a low intensity of $8 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, robins oriented in their migratory direction; when the intensity was increased, they became disoriented at $36 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, then preferred the two ends of an axis that roughly coincided with east–west at $54 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$ and finally, at $72 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, they preferred an axis close to north–south.

Figure 3. Orientation by the inclination compass under low-intensity short-wavelength monochromatic light: UV, 373 nm UV; B, 424 nm blue; T, 502 nm turquoise; and G, 565 nm green (figure 1). The light intensities are the same as in figure 2: UV, 0.8 quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$; blue, turquoise and green, 8 quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. In autumn and spring in the local geomagnetic field, the robins prefer their seasonally appropriate southern and northern migratory direction. Inversion of the vertical component of the magnetic field (vi) causes birds to reverse their headings. Treatment with a broadband high-frequency (HF) field including frequencies from 0.1 to 10 MHz at an intensity of 85 nT causes disorientation. Symbols are as in figure 2 (data from Stapput et al. 2005; Thalau et al. 2005; Wiltschko, R. et al. 2005).
At other wavelengths, similar axial responses were observed: under 424 nm blue, the robins preferred the north–south axis at the higher light intensities. Under 502 nm turquoise, however, they first preferred the east–west axis, but, at the two higher light intensities, they headed unimodally north (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2007b). This orientation superficially looked like normal compass orientation in spring, but proved to be a fixed-direction response: under bright turquoise light, the robins headed north in spring as well as in autumn (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2005).

The axial orientation along the east–west axis (figure 4) that seems to be a transient state is observed at different light levels which increase from UV to green light (figure 5). It would have been too great an effort and too time-consuming to test the birds at even more different intensities; hence the critical intensity where orientation in migratory direction is replaced by disorientation or axial responses could not be narrowed down more closely. It is striking, however, that robins under UV, blue and turquoise light orient along the east–west axis at light levels where they, under green, still preferred their migratory direction or were disoriented (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2007b).

These tests under higher intensity monochromatic light revealed differences in the responses between European robins and Australian silvereyes. In UV light of $8 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$ and in green light of $36 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, robins oriented axially along the east–west axis, whereas silvereyes showed fixed-direction responses in the same light conditions (see above and below). Whether these are principal differences is unknown. It seems more likely, however, that they represent different phases in the pattern of responses to monochromatic light with increasing light intensities, possibly caused by the different migratory habits of the two species: silvereyes are twilight migrants that migrate at dawn and dusk, in contrast to robins that migrate at night.

It should be emphasized that the highest intensity test lights used in this part of the study were still not very bright; they corresponded to the respective spectral bands found in nature roughly a quarter of an hour before sunrise and after sunset.

2.3. Fixed-direction responses under bichromatic lights and in total darkness

Robins were also tested under a combination of 590 nm yellow light, a wavelength that alone did not allow orientation (figure 2), and blue, turquoise and green light. Here, both components had an equal quantal flux of about $7 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, so that the combined bichromatic light totalled a quantal flux of $14\sim15 \times 10^{15}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. The respective directional preferences are given in figure 6: the birds showed fixed-direction responses that did not change between spring and autumn. The specific fixed directions varied with the wavelength of short-wavelength light; however, northerly headings were...
observed under green-and-yellow, easterly ones under turquoise-and-yellow and southerly ones under blue-and-yellow (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2004b; Stapput et al. 2005).

Another westerly fixed-direction response was observed under dim red light with a wavelength of 645 nm and a quantal flux of about $7 \times 10^{15}$ quanta $s^{-1} m^{-2}$ in robins as well as in silvereyes (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2008). A westerly tendency under dim red light was first described in robins by Muheim et al. (2002), but, because only autumn data were available, it was not recognized as a fixed-direction response. Experiments in total darkness also produced westerly fixed directions that were very similar to those observed under dim red light (Stapput et al. 2008), so that it seems likely that the dim red light in the test cage was so low that it meant ‘darkness’ for the birds and that the two responses observed under dim red light and in darkness are identical.

Further analysis of the fixed-direction responses under dichromatic light showed that they, in contrast to migratory orientation, are polar responses to the magnetic field: they were unaffected by the reversal of the vertical component, but changed accordingly when magnetic north was reversed (figure 6). This also proved true for the fixed-direction responses in total darkness, under dim red and higher intensity turquoise light in robins (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2005, 2008; Stapput et al. 2008) and under bright green light and UV light in silvereyes (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2003). The fixed-direction responses are thus not controlled by the inclination compass. Recent tests under turquoise-and-yellow light and in total darkness revealed another difference to compass orientation: fixed-direction responses are not restricted to a narrow functional window, but also occur in magnetic fields with intensities twice or three times that of the geomagnetic field (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2010).

An analysis of the underlying mechanisms indicated that fixed-direction responses are not affected by oscillating fields in the MHz range; instead, they are disrupted by local anaesthesia of the skin of the upper beak (figure 7). This clearly demonstrates that the respective magnetic information is mediated by the iron-based receptors located there (Wiltschko, R. et al. 2007b, 2008; Stapput et al. 2008).

### 2.4. Two different types of responses

Analysis of the directional orientation under various light regimes thus reveals two fundamentally different types of responses: (i) normal compass orientation...
with the inclination compass under white light and under dim monochromatic light from the short-wavelength part of the spectrum and (ii) fixed-direction responses in total darkness, under bright monochromatic light and bichromatic light. The characteristics and the origin of the axial responses have not yet been analysed; however, the circumstances under which they are observed suggest that they are related to fixed-direction responses rather than to compass orientation and probably also originate in the magnetite-based receptors in the beak.

The different properties of compass orientation and fixed-direction responses known so far are listed in table 1. It is surprising that, although both responses involve directional behaviour, the underlying magnetic information originates in different types of receptors based on different physical principles, with compass orientation based on the radical-pair processes and fixed-direction responses based on magnetic information from magnetite-based receptors in the beak.

3. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MAGNETORECEPTORS AND THE VISUAL SYSTEM

The relationship between light conditions and the various responses of birds cannot be explained by one type of specialized magnetoreceptor alone. Rather, complex interactions are suggested between the magnetoreception system in the eye and the photoreceptors, which also involve magnetite-based receptors in the upper beak. This raises a number of questions about the conditions under which compass orientation ceases, the role of the magnetite-based receptors in the beak and the biological significance of the responses. We are still far from understanding the interactions...
The light intensity at which the change to disorientation occurs, with a quantal flux up to $7.2 \times 10^{16}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, were still low—light on a clear sunny day is brighter by orders of magnitude. McFarland & Munz (1975) reported that the total light intensity from 400 to 700 nm at midday is in the range of $5.3 \times 10^{20}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$, which means that the spectral bands corresponding to our LEDs are roughly one-tenth of this, of the order of $10^{19}$ quanta s$^{-1}$ m$^{-2}$. Hence, the interference with the inclination compass cannot be attributed to saturation of the crucial receptors. Rather, the reason seems to lie in the narrow bandwidth of the monochromatic test lights. Natural light is composed of wavelengths from all parts of the spectrum. Monochromatic light does not occur under natural conditions; even objects that appear to us as unicoloured and monochromatic, e.g. bright green, reflect a variety of wavelengths, with those of the green range dominating and those of the red part being rarer. It seems to be this unnatural property of our test lights that interferes with the inclination compass.

In monochromatic light, one or two colour receptors are strongly activated, whereas the others have no or only negligible activity. A direct role of the rods and cones in magnetoreception is usually not considered, because opsins do not form the required radical pairs. Instead, cryptochrome, a photopigment with a flavin chromophore, first known from plants, but later also found in animals (e.g. Haque et al. 2002; Möller et al. 2004; Mouritsen et al. 2004; for a review, see Sancar 2003), has been discussed as a promising candidate for the receptor molecule. There is no obvious relationship between the absorption of the avian colour cones and the wavelengths under which the inclination compass operates (figure 8; for details on the spectral sensitivity of birds, see Hart 2001), and an attempt to correlate magnetoreception with the photopigments activated by various test lights remained largely inconclusive (Johnsen et al. 2007). The observation that interference with magnetoreception sets in only above certain light levels suggests that imbalance between the output of the various cone types may be crucial. Colour perception in birds is based on the balance between the outputs of the four types of colour cones, as is recorded, for example, by the retinal ganglion cells where the input from the photoreceptors converges. Natural light will always excite several types of cones. Monochromatic light with only a narrow spectral band, but with marked intensity, may cause excitation of the cones projecting to one colour opponent ganglion cell to become too large to be accepted by the system as normal, and the ganglion cell may no longer produce the appropriate activity, which may, in turn, cause the system to also reject magnetic input.

The light intensity at which the change to disorientation, axial responses and fixed-direction responses occurs seems to vary with the wavelength of light: it occurs in UV light at a markedly lower quantal flux than in blue, turquoise and green. At the same time, the quantal flux where the transient preference of the east–west axis is observed increases from UV to blue to turquoise to green (figure 5), which suggests a decreasing sensitivity for light of increasing wavelengths. This has an interesting parallel in the relative

---

**Table 1. Difference between compass orientation and fixed-direction responses in birds.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nature of response</th>
<th>compass orientation</th>
<th>fixed-direction responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>functional window</td>
<td>axial—inclination</td>
<td>polar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>compass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>narrow window around</td>
<td>no intensity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the total intensity</td>
<td>window, occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of local geomagnetic</td>
<td>also in stronger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>field</td>
<td>fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect of oscillating fields</td>
<td>disorientation</td>
<td>no effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anaesthesia of the upper beak</td>
<td>no effect</td>
<td>disorientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underlying physical process</td>
<td>radical-pair mechanism</td>
<td>magnetite-based mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>site of receptors</td>
<td>right eye</td>
<td>skin of the upper beak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nerve mediating information</td>
<td>optic nerve branch of the trigeminal nerve</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directions preferred</td>
<td>any: migratory direction, home direction or acquired a given light regime</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>only one specific direction under</td>
<td>regime</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between the various receptor types in detail. Yet some observations point out certain relationships, which might help us to untangle interconnections and interactions within the magnetoreception system.

### 3.1. The limits of compass orientation

One key observation concerns the transition from compass orientation to other types of response. The inclination compass works under white light in the laboratory as well as outdoors, where it works well in daylight, as demonstrated outdoors by cage experiments with a day migrant (Munro & Wiltschko 1993) and with a nocturnal migrant tested during daytime (Thalau & Wiltschko 1987). Pigeons, too, can use their magnetic compass in bright daylight (e.g. Wiltschko, R. et al. 1981). The inclination compass also works under monochromatic light at short wavelengths up to 565 nm green, but only under low light levels. The latter suggests that magnetoreception in migratory birds requires very little light and that short-wavelength light is crucial.

When the intensity of the test lights was increased, birds ceased to orient in their migratory direction. Migration is a spontaneous behaviour and the motivation to head in the migratory direction is very strong; hence, the observation that birds were active but no longer heading in their migratory direction suggests that they could not locate this direction any longer. This, in turn, indicates that the inclination compass was somehow impaired. The light intensities
sensitivity of the avian colour cones, as determined by conditioning experiments with a passerine species: the UV cone proved the most sensitive one, with those responding to longer wavelengths becoming increasingly less sensitive (Burkhardt & Maier 1989; Maier 1992). The responses of birds to monochromatic light thus indicate that the inclination compass seems to work properly only under conditions that do not activate the colour cones beyond a certain level.

In summary, the behaviour of robins in monochromatic light of different intensity suggests an involvement of the visual system in magnetoreception. The visual system seems to gate, i.e. control the transfer of, magnetic input somewhere on its way to the brain area where it is processed. This idea is rather unexpected, and we can only speculate about possible reasons for this inferred relationship between magnetoreception and visual input. A completely independent magnetoreception is theoretically possible, but the magnetoreception system of birds in the right eye probably developed from parts of the visual system. Hence the interrelationship between the two systems could simply have phylogenetic reasons. Yet, it also seems possible that the visual system has an important auxiliary function in magnetoreception, possibly providing important background information for correctly assessing the incoming magnetic information.

The radical-pair model assumes that birds derive directional information from an activation pattern on the retina that is centrally symmetric to the magnetic vector and reflects the amount of singlet or triplet radical pairs—we do not yet know which of these states provides the crucial information. With a maximum difference of about 20 per cent (Ritz et al. 2000), expected differences in the singlet or triplet yield are not large. Ritz et al. (2000) illustrated activation patterns that are assumed to form on the retina, but these regular patterns imply a more or less homogeneous light distribution within the eye. In reality, this will seldom be the case. Normally, the visual field is inhomogeneously illuminated, with the sky brighter than the ground; the distribution of photoreceptors and oil droplets in some birds is adapted to this (Hart 2001). Additionally, parts of the visual field might be shaded, while other parts lie in the sun, with objects reflecting and absorbing different amounts of light, etc. This could mean that the number of radical pairs that is formed, and, with it, the absolute number of singlets and triplets and their products, vary as a function of light intensity. It could modify the activation pattern, rendering it difficult to identify its central symmetry and thus to obtain directional information. Here, the visual system may step in. By providing information about the distribution of light intensity, it may help to compensate for light-induced differences and thus allow birds to correctly interpret the activation pattern. Whether and where these inferred interactions take place—at the receptor level, at the level of the retinal ganglion cells or at higher centres—is still unknown.

3.2. Yellow light interfering with the inclination compass

Another phenomenon that is difficult to explain concerns interactions of 590 nm yellow light with light of shorter wavelengths. On the one hand, there is the very rapid transition from well-oriented behaviour under 565 nm green to disorientation under 590 nm yellow produced by LEDs (figure 2; Wiltschko, W. & Wiltschko, R. 1999). The shift in wavelength is small,
and, with a half bandwidth of 32 and 35 nm, respectively, the LED spectra partly overlap (figure 1). Experiments using filters with a narrow bandwidth of only 10 nm indicated disorientation under 567.5 nm light (Muheim et al. 2002), which suggests that it is mainly the short-wavelength flank of the spectrum of the green LEDs below 560 nm that allows orientation. The wavelength range where the rapid transition to disorientation is observed coincides with the long-wavelength flank of the avian rods. According to the data of Maier & Bowmaker (1993, fig. 1), the rods have half of their maximum sensitivity at 550 nm, about one-third at 565 nm and only about one-sixth at 590 nm, which means that the sensitivity decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength. However, as already mentioned above, the rod pigments themselves can hardly be directly involved in magnetoreception because rhodopsin does not form radical pairs.

The rapid decrease in orientation from green to yellow can likewise not be attributed to the intensity of light falling below a threshold. In this case, an increased light intensity should elicit responses, but increasing the intensity of yellow light about six-fold still produced disorientation (Wilttschko, W. & Wilttschko, R. 2001). Hence, the rapid change to disorientation cannot be attributed to the crucial photopigment no longer absorbing. It rather seems to reflect some antagonistic interactions with receptors activated by longer wavelength light.

The fixed-direction responses observed when short-wavelength light was combined with 590 nm yellow light likewise suggest antagonistic interactions. Yellow light alone does not allow orientation, yet it is not ‘neutral’ in the sense of not being involved in magnetoreception. Although the short-wavelength part of the bichromatic light allows orientation (figure 2), adding yellow light leads to a situation where the inclination compass no longer works properly, which suggests that magnetoreception is disrupted. Interference with the radical-pair processes themselves seems highly unlikely, particularly because recent observations indicate that the crucial radical-pair processes do not take place during photoreduction, but during re-oxidation (Ritz et al. 2009). It therefore seems more likely that the interactions that disrupt the inclination compass occur somewhere higher up during the transmission of magnetic information. The receptors involved in antagonistic interactions and where exactly these take place remains unknown. In the 1980s, electrophysiological recordings from the nucleus of the basal optic root identified two types of units that responded to changes in the direction of the magnetic field, with maxima at different wavelengths. One type had a maximum near 503 nm and already showed a marked decrease at 582 nm, whereas, in the other, the maximum response was observed near 582 nm, with a decrease towards 674 nm (Semm & Demaine 1986). The characteristics of the second unit roughly coincide with the absorption curve of the avian long-wavelength sensitive (LWS) receptor with its maximum mostly between 563 and 567 nm (Maier & Bowmaker 1993; Hart 2001), but it is difficult to see how this LWS-receptor might be involved.

Whether there are other units that are possibly activated by long wavelengths, how they might interact and, if so, at what level is not yet known.

4. THE ROLE OF IRON-BASED RECEPTORS IN THE BEAK

An unexpected finding was that magnetic information for fixed-direction responses, in contrast to compass orientation, is mediated by magnetite-based receptors in the upper beak described by Hanzlik et al. (2000), Winklhofer et al. (2001) and Fleissner et al. (2003, 2007). This is clearly demonstrated by the observation that temporarily deactivating these receptors with a local anaesthetic leads to a breakdown of the fixed-direction responses, with the birds’ headings becoming random (figure 7, right diagrams).

4.1. The output of the magnetite-based receptors

Ever since magnetite was discovered in the ethmoid region and the upper beak, attempts have been made to identify its function. Electrophysiological recordings from the ramus ophthalmicus of the trigeminal nerve that innervates the area where the magnetite-based receptors are found showed responses to changes in the ambient magnetic field, in particular to changes in magnetic intensity (Beason & Semm 1987, 1996; Semm & Beason 1999). It suggests that magnetite-based receptors detect small changes in magnetic intensity, with this information being a component of the navigational ‘map’. This interpretation was supported by anaesthetizing the ophthalmic nerve and the upper beak, which does not disrupt compass orientation in migratory direction (Beason & Semm 1996; Wilttschko, R. et al. 2007a, 2008; Wilttschko, W. et al. 2007; Stapput et al. 2008). Birds have also been subjected to short, strong magnetic pulses to affect the magnetization of the particles in iron-based receptors. In adult, experienced migrants, this led to a deviation of headings by about 90° (Wilttschko, W. et al. 1994, 1998; Beason et al. 1995), whereas the same pulse did not affect the orientation of young, inexperienced migrants that had been caught before they had a chance to establish a map (Munro et al. 1997). The altered headings of experienced birds proved to be controlled by the inclination compass (Wilttschko, R. et al. 2006b). In experienced pigeons, a strong magnetic pulse also led to deviations from the bearings of control birds at distant sites, but not close to the home loft where differences in intensity must be expected to be so small that they would probably be below threshold (Beason et al. 1997). Together, these findings indicate that magnetite-based receptors provide birds with information on magnetic intensity, which constitutes a magnetic component in the multi-modal map system for determining position. It was therefore most surprising to learn that the same receptors additionally provide directing information expressed in fixed-direction responses.

The output of magnetite-based receptors raises several questions. Why are so many different fixed directions observed? A summary of the fixed directions
reported so far and the wavelengths under which they are found is given in figure 9; they seem to occur in all directions. One would expect that the receptors in the upper beak provide just one type of directional output, irrespective of light, and hence it is difficult to see how the iron-based receptors could be influenced by different light conditions. Yet, the manifestation of fixed-direction responses clearly depends on the ambient light regime. This suggests interactions between magnetite-based receptors in the beak and the visual system—the visual system seems to modify the output of magnetite-based receptors in a way that causes the different fixed directions to emerge. These interactions seem to take place at higher levels in the brain where input from the trigeminal system that mediates the output of iron-based receptors (Benson & Semm 1996) converges with that from the visual system. The number of observed fixed directions is still limited, and a pattern of what light conditions lead to which fixed direction has not yet become obvious.

4.2. When and how do iron-based receptors control behaviour?

Another question concerns the conditions under which fixed-direction responses occur. They are observed when the normal inclination compass no longer works properly, but they are not observed under all these conditions. Under yellow and red light in the geomagnetic field, birds were disoriented (figure 2), and they were also disoriented under normal light conditions in magnetic fields with intensities about 30 per cent higher or lower than the local geomagnetic field, which indicates the functional window of the inclination compass (e.g. Wiltschko, R. et al. 2006a), although fixed-direction responses can be observed at intensities two or three times that of the geomagnetic field (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2010). Disorientation is likewise observed in birds exposed to oscillating fields in the MHz range (Ritz et al. 2004, 2009; Thalau et al. 2005; Wiltschko, W. et al. 2007) and when the right eye is covered (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2002). None of these treatments affect iron-based receptors in the beak and one may wonder why, under some conditions, we observe disorientation instead of a fixed-direction response. It is difficult to find a pattern. Disorientation seems to occur under conditions that disrupt the radical-pair processes directly, such as oscillating magnetic fields and covering the right eye to exclude light. Long-wavelength light might no longer be absorbed by the magnetosensitive molecule, thus preventing the formation of the crucial radical pairs. Magnetic intensities outside the functional window, on the other hand, change the activity pattern on the retina, but this disorientation is only temporary, as birds very soon adapt to the new magnetic intensities (Wiltschko, W. et al. 2006a). Fixed-direction responses, in contrast, are mostly observed under extreme light conditions where one would expect radical-pair processes to work properly, but where the imbalance between input from the colour cones appears to interfere with the magnetic compass at a higher level. Fixed-direction responses observed in total darkness (and probably identical ones under dim red light) do not fit this pattern, however, because here, too, radical-pair processes would be suppressed by lack of light; yet in this case, in contrast to covering the right eye, the birds are deprived of all visual input. Although the question of when fixed-direction responses and when disorientation occur cannot yet be answered, the different responses of the birds indicate that an interference with the primary physical processes and interference at higher levels of transmitting and processing magnetic compass information may have different consequences. They imply complex interactions between the two magnetic systems and the visual system that we do not yet understand.

A further question concerns how the conditions under which fixed-direction responses occur affect behaviour. Birds are directed in specific directions, yet input from iron-based receptors does not seem to provide directional information in the sense that birds could use it to locate their migratory direction. Instead, regardless of their motivation to head north or south, the birds always orient in the same direction, which, behaviourally, makes little sense. It looks as if these directions are forced upon the birds by the stimulus situation. In this aspect, the fixed-direction responses appear to be related to alignment responses. However, alignments in the geomagnetic field are usually multimodal or axial responses, coinciding with the major axes north–south and east–west (e.g. Martin & Lindauer 1977; Phillips et al. 2002; Begall et al. 2008). This may be true to some extent for axial responses observed under higher intensity short-wavelength monochromatic light, but it does not apply to unimodal fixed-direction responses under other light conditions. The nature of the stimuli produced by the light regime together with input from magnetite-based receptors and what they may mean for birds is as yet unclear.

Figure 9. Fixed-direction responses observed so far in European robins (triangles) and Australian silvereyes (diamonds). The wavelength and wavelength combinations are indicated.
5. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TWO TYPES OF RESPONSES

The finding that the same type of compass based on radical-pair processes in the eye exists in birds of such distant avian lineages as passerines and galliformes (see Mayr & Clarke (2003) and Ericson et al. (2006) for the phylogenetic relationship among birds) suggests that this mechanism is common to all birds. The inclination compass is a true compass that tells birds where directions lie. Its biological significance is clear: it is the normal compass that birds use to locate compass courses. Migratory birds use it to find their innate migratory direction, pigeons rely on the inclination compass to locate their home course (Keeton 1971; Walcott & Green 1974) and chickens and zebra finches locate directions set by the experimenter (Freire et al. 2005; Voss et al. 2007). In young pigeons, it also serves as a directional reference in the learning processes establishing the sun compass (Wiltschko, W. et al. 1983) and probably also for establishing the navigational map. In summary, the inclination compass provides birds with a general directional reference system and allows them to locate compass courses of all kinds for navigation over great distances as well as for small-scale tasks within the home range.

With fixed-direction responses, the situation is entirely different. So far, they have been observed only under artificial light conditions where the regular magnetic compass no longer seems to work. This means that fixed-direction responses do not occur in nature and are thus not subject to natural selection. Since their manifestation is controlled by the specific light regime that seems to permit only one direction, regardless of the birds’ intentions, they cannot be used as a compass to locate the migratory or the home course. They do not seem to be helpful to birds in any way. This leads to the crucial question: why do they exist at all?

At this point, we can only speculate. The directing information for the fixed-direction responses originates in magnetite-based receptors in the beak. Magnetite was first discovered in an orientation context in ‘magnetotropic’ bacteria (Blakemore 1975). It is a product of iron metabolism and has been reported from a wide variety of species from different phyla, including all major groups of vertebrates, where it is mostly found in the ethmoid region (Kirschvink et al. 1985). Mammals, for example, have been shown to have a polarity compass (Marhold et al. 1997a; Wang et al. 2007) that is most probably based on magnetite (Marhold et al. 1997b; Wegner et al. 2006; Holland et al. 2008). The same may apply to fishes (Quinn & Brannon 1982; Walker et al. 1997). For the amphibians and reptiles tested so far, an inclination compass has been reported (Phillips 1986; Light et al. 1993; Lohmann & Lohmann 1993), but the underlying mechanisms have not yet been analysed. Since magnetite-based receptors can also provide an inclination compass (e.g. Kirschvink & Gould 1981; Shcherbakov & Winklhofer 1999; Solov’yov & Greiner 2009), the physical base of these compass mechanisms is still unknown.

Birds, however, have developed a compass mechanism based on a different type of physical process. Iron-based receptors are not involved in the compass. Today, the latter receptors appear to provide information on magnetic intensity used in the navigational map. Yet, in view of the wide distribution of magnetite in vertebrates and its involvement in magnetoreception, it seems possible that it was once involved in an ancient compass used by the birds’ distant ancestors. Magnetite-based receptors in birds seem to have now specialized in detecting magnetic intensity and appear to have lost their previous function, which has been taken over by the radical-pair mechanism in the eye. Their directional output could be a phylogenetic relic—an old inheritance that can no longer provide proper compass information. It remains more or less dormant as long as compass information from the radical-pair mechanism is available and becomes effective only when the inclination compass is impaired by extreme light conditions.

The different responses of birds under the various light regimes reviewed here reveal the existence of complex interactions between the two magnetoreception systems—the radical-pair processes in the right eye and the iron-based receptors in the upper beak—and the visual system. Following up and understanding these interrelations will be a challenge for future research.
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